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Years ago I had to take French in order to finish a BA degree. It was a miserable experience. Not

that it actually had to be, but at the time the material for reading was pretty limited and mostly

â€œhigh minded.â€• We started, very a propos, with Les Miserables. Iâ€™m not much into â€œhigh

mindedâ€• even in English, so the whole experience was torture. More recently, and especially on ,

many more volumes of French material, high minded and otherwise, are now available. The Harry

Potter series is one of them. I read this volume in English when everyone else did at the end of the

90â€™s (see my review of the English and French versions) and then later in French, when I found

that I knew a lot more than I thought I did. Since that time, Iâ€™ve read the Kindle version as well

and found that the introduction of a French dictionary to it has made it even more approachable for

the English speaker to manageâ€”one no longer feels one is trying to wade knee deep in molasses,

looking up every word in a separate dictionary! One further improvement has now arisen: I can sit

with my Kindle version of the book and listen to my audio version at the same time, allowing me to

follow the story, identifying individual printed words with the spoken words on the CD, learning

vocabulary, pronunciation and rhythm at the same time. At last, the real hour for learning a foreign

language has arrived, and it can actually be fun!

Fantastic! I listen tomHarry Potter regularly in English as I go off to sleep... So I decided it was time

to try to relearn my French. And what better way than with Harry Potter! I was concerned that there

was only a single disc (compared to seven for the English version) but it's all there on a single MP3



and plays perfectly on my Bose Wave Radio/CD player. I recommend it to anyone who wants a

French language version.

Exactly what I was looking for!! Matches the French version of the book perfectly.

This audio CD works nicely on my computer. I was even able to slow the speed of the audio down a

little so I could follow along with reading the book at the same time.
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